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Manufacturing Industry is the significant source for the development of national 
economy and the basis for a nation’s international competitiveness. After more than 
twenty years’ Reform and Opening up, the Manufacturing industry in Fujian Province 
has made great achievements. However, it is obvious that the gap between its strength 
and that in developed areas is still large. The key to develop Fujian's provincial 
economy in the new century is to grasp the opportunity that Manufacturing Industry is 
shifting to developing countries, especially to China, so as to establish the base of 
modern Manufacturing Industry in Fujian. 
According to the review on relevant theories and evaluation methods of 
International Industrial Competitiveness, the paper focuses on the reach of Fujian’s 
Manufacturing Industry Competitiveness in China area. The main task is to form a 
evaluation system, select evaluation indexes, and then get a evaluation model. 
The purpose of this paper is to get a general acquaintance of Fujian Manufacturing 
Industry and find out factors that influence Manufacturing Industry Competitiveness 
most. After accomplishing the two stages, the paper presents some pieces of policy 
suggestions that may be good to the development of Fujian’s Manufacturing Industry. 
The research of Manufacturing Industry Competitiveness requires a corresponding 
evaluation system. Though there are many relevant systems, there is not a general 
theory on the formation of evaluation system. The paper focuses on the investment、
produce and market in Manufacturing Industry. It provides the evaluation system of 
Fujian Manufacturing Industry Competitiveness. Then 11 indexes are screened to 
analyze Fujian Manufacturing Industry Competitiveness, establishing the evaluation 
model. The paper adopts the Factor Analysis and Cluster Analysis to analyze Fujian 
Manufacturing Industry and grade、categorize Fujian Manufacturing Industry. 
The results showed that the general competitiveness of Fujian Manufacturing 
Industries was comparatively strong in the national scope, but not so strong. The 
position of competitiveness deduced from the Facto Analysis accorded with Fujian's 
economy situations on the whole. Finally, the policy suggestions according to the 
evaluation result present. 
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产值在 GDP 中的比重大多在 20％－30％之间，即使是已经进入后工业化社会的
美国，制造业也仍然是国民经济的支柱产业和国家综合实力的重要体现。据美国


































































































































（2）L.Domowitz.R.Hubbard 和 B.C.Petersen（1986）对 1958-1981 年 284
个美国制造业的数据,Odagiri 和 Yamashita（1985）对 1958-1982 年日本数据,
以及 Yvonne.M.Prince（1994）对荷兰 1974-1986 年数据的研究均表明：盈利能
力（价格与成本之差）与资本密集程度存在正相关的关系。 
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